
Anyone visiting Arkell's Brewery for
the first time could be excused for
thinking they have walked straight
into a time machine.

the beer is still brewed in much the
same way as it was when John Arkell
first made it in 1843 and the brewery
buildings seem untouched by the
passing years. If you speak to any of
the staff about the company it is
clear that everyone is still as fiercely
proud of its local and family roots as
John Arkell was himself.

Arkell's has not achieved its unique
position as Swindon's oldest
company and one of the oldest
traditional breweries still operating in
Britain today, simply by standing still.
the company has remained true to
the principles of loyalty, quality and
tradition set down by its founder 175
years ago, but it has also adapted
brilliantly to the changing world
around it.

SwIndon, wIltSHIre  l Beer

Style       ABV Case Individual

So popular, they made it a House Beer! First brewed in Spring 2015,
Hoperation is a blend of English and American hops brought together to
create a powerful hop flavour in this Pale Ale with oats and wheat in the grist
to provide a smooth rounded finish.

Hoperation IPA
Session

IPA
4.2%

Kingsdown retains a strong character of its own, with its rich colour, ripe
fruit ’nose’ and the traditional Arkell’s hopiness. You can taste the malt too,
along with a bitter-sweet finish and fruit notes. 

Kingsdown
Special

Ale
4.8%
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Moonlight was originally brewed as a special in 2003 to celebrate the 80th
birthday of Peter Arkell OBE, father of the present Chairman James. Now a
regular beer, Moonlight has a golden auburn colour with a warm toasty aroma
and distinctive citrus hoppy flavour from Celeia hops.

Moonlight
Golden

Ale
4.2%
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Brewed to organic standards, the Honey Pale Ale's unique honey ingredient
comes from a UK honey supplier. With its golden, amber colour, floral and
honey nose, it tastes light and fresh with perhaps just a hint of tropical
fruits.

Honey Pale Ale
Pale Ale 4.5%

This is a classic 'craft' lager brewed using pale malt with some wheat added for
extra body and mouth feel and traditional lager hops. It is gradually fermented
at a much lower temperature and matured for 3 weeks in tank at an even lower
temperature to produce a pleasant, light, refreshing beer. 

Malt House
Craft
Lager

4.2%

This is a full-bodied stout, which consists of a blend of 6 different malt
varieties to create the grist for a moreish, smooth, creamy taste. Nurtured
during a slow gentle maturation period, the balance of flavour from the
selection of malts creates the perfect drinkable stout.

Mustang
Stout 4.2%

To mark their 175th anniversary, Arkell's head brewer visited New Zealand and
has created this New Zealand-style IPA in homage to great brewing Pioneers.
They shipped the hops directly from New Zealand to create a perfect, well 
balanced, session IPA. Floral in scent with a lemony taste. Enjoy!

Pioneer IPA
Session

IPA
3.8%
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A light golden coloured Ale brewed using English Maris Otter malt, which
creates a satisfyingly sweet malty flavour. The use of traditional hops give the
beer a mellow floral hop aroma followed by a distinctive hoppy taste. Serve
slightly chilled.

wiltshire Gold
Golden

Ale
3.7%
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